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Ion-pair formation in gaseous nitromethane (CH3NO2) induced by electron transfer has been

studied by investigating the products of collisions between fast potassium atoms and

nitromethane molecules using a crossed molecular-beam technique. The negative ions formed

in such collisions were analysed using time-of-flight mass spectroscopy. The six most dominant

product anions are NO2
�, O�, CH3NO2

�, OH�, CH2NO2
� and CNO�. By using nitromethane-d3

(CD3NO2), we found that previous mass 17 amu assignment to O� delayed fragment, is in the

present experiment may be unambiguously assigned to OH�. The formation of CH2NO2
� may be

explained in terms of dissociative electron attachment to highly vibrationally excited molecules.

1. Introduction

In this paper we report the results of a new experimental investi-

gation of negative ion formation in potassium–nitromethane

collisions. Ion formation is explored at different collision energies

and deuterated nitromethane is used to identify some of the

fragments that were ill-defined in previous experiments.

Nitromethane, CH3NO2, has been studied extensively both

experimentally1–13 and theoretically14–17 because it is; (1) an

important compound in the chemistry of the Earth’s tropo-

sphere and stratosphere; (2) a nitro–organic molecule used in

the production of explosives and propellants; (3) a proto-

typical molecule which can be used as a benchmark system

for high-level computational modelling of molecular energetics

and structural properties and (4) it is a polar molecule with a

considerable static dipole moment allowing dipole-bound anion

states to be formed by the capture of an extra electron.

Stockdale et al.6 have investigated by electron impact and

collisions with atoms in excited Rydberg states (see more

recently Suess et al.9), the production of negative ions from

nitromethane; parent ion formation through charge transfer

reactions of Rydberg states was demonstrated by the acceptor

molecule only via a three-body mechanism. Previous work on

ion-pair formation in collisions of potassium atoms with

nitromethane molecules have been reported including double-

differential cross sections, obtained as a function of the scattered

angle and the post-collision energy.12 However, in this

study only relative total partial cross section measurements

were obtained and only three negative ions, O�, NO2
� and

CH3NO2
� were detected. Steric asymmetry studies in electron

transfer from potassium atoms to oriented nitromethane

molecules have been performed by Brooks and co-workers,13

showing no steric evidence for methyl-end attack favouring

the participation of a dipole-bound state in the formation of

CH3NO2
� near the threshold.

Compton and co-workers5 have also studied the collisional

ionisation mechanism between alkali atoms (Na, K, Cs) and

some methane derivatives (including CH3NO2), from threshold

up to B40 eV and from the energy thresholds of specific ion-

pair production reactions derived electron affinity values for the

stable negative ions. Liu et al.10 have explored charge transfer in

collisions between dipole-bound CH3CN
� negative ions and

CH3NO2 in Penning ion trap experiments.

The spectroscopy and dissociation dynamics of nitromethane

and its anionic states have been investigated using optical and

electron scattering methods by Walker and Palmer.3 Modelli

and Venuti4 have measured the resonance energies of CH3NO2

by means of electron transmission spectroscopy and explored

dissociative electron attachment over the electron energy range

from 0–6 eV. Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to

nitromethane has been investigated in the electron energy

range 0–10 eV by Sailer et al.2 using a high energy resolution

(140 meV) electron beam, with 7 fragment anions detected.

Recently, Alizadeh et al.1 have revisited these DEA measure-

ments making use of a high mass-resolution sector field

instrument. Anion efficiency curves for 16 negatively charged

fragments were obtained in the electron energy range from 0 to

16 eV, with an energy resolution of B1 eV.

Dipole- and valence-bound anion states of nitromethane

have been reported using negative ion photoelectron spectro-

scopy (see also ref. 11 for photoelectron imaging) and Rydberg

charge exchange and field detachment techniques7 of both

bare and argon-solvated anions;8 these studies have shown

that the dipole-bound and valence forms of nitromethane are

interconnected with no appreciable potential barrier (B12 meV)

relative to zero-point vibrational motion. Adamowicz14 performed

ab initio coupled cluster studies of the dipole-bound anionic

states of nitromethane and obtained an electron affinity of

B3 meV, much lower than the experimental value obtained by

Compton et al.7
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Theoretical studies on the coupling between valence-

and dipole-bound states of nitromethane15,16 have shown

that, upon electron capture, the diffuse dipole-bound state

accommodates the electron’s kinetic energy within the molecule’s

vibrational degrees of freedom via a vibrational Feshbach

resonance. Due to non-adiabatic coupling with the molecule’s

valence states, the extra electron may be transferred into a

valence orbital competing with a process that is in competition

with autodetachment. However, owing to the electron affinities

of the valence states, the dissociation channels that become

available and the intermolecular energy redistributions that

can occur, long-lived anions can be formed that compete with

anionic fragments formed by dissociation.

2. Experimental procedure

The present time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra of the anions

produced in K-nitromethane–h3 and nitromethane–d3 inter-

actions were measured in a crossed molecular beam set-up.18

Briefly, a nitromethane beam crossed a primary beam of fast

neutral potassium (K) atoms derived from a charge-exchange

source. K+ ions were produced in a potassium ion source and

accelerated, in the present experiments from 30–100 eV,

through an oven where they charge exchange resonantly with

neutral potassium to produce a beam of fast (hyperthermal)

atoms. Residual ions from the primary K+ beam are removed

by electrostatic deflecting plates placed outside the oven.

The hyperthermal alkali beam enters a high vacuum chamber

where its intensity is monitored by an iridium surface ionisa-

tion detector of the Langmuir–Taylor type. This detector

samples the beam intensity but does not interfere with the beam

passing into the collision region. It operates in a temperature

regime that only allows detection of the fast beam. An effusive

beam of nitromethane is introduced into a 1 mm diameter

source into the interaction region where it intersects the neutral

hyperthermal potassium beam. The typical base pressure in the

collision chamber was 4 � 10�5 Pa and upon gas admission

increased to a pressure of 6 � 10�4–2 � 10�3 Pa.

The collision volume is located in the middle of two parallel

plates placed 1.2 cm apart. Negative ions formed in the inter-

action region are removed in a direction normal to the plane of

the two crossing beams by aB250 V cm�1 pulsed electrostatic

field and TOF mass analysed; the hyperthermal neutral atoms

pulse width is 2 ms with a frequency of 100 eV - 22 kHz

(70 eV, 30 eV - 11 kHz).18 The spectra in Fig. 1 and 2 showing

the recorded anionic signals are obtained by subtracting the

background signal from the sample signal.

The anion mass spectra show a peculiar feature in the shape

of the H� TOF structures due to a shoulder in the peaks’ right

side (Fig. 1). This contribution is an artefact from the potassium

hyperthermal neutral atoms (K1) pulsed signal and is most

likely related to the rate of creation of negative ions while the

K1 beam is still in the interaction region. The width of the

shoulder has been shown not to interfere with the neighbouring

anions (see discussion below).

Nitromethane samples

The liquid samples of nitromethane–h3 and –d3 were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich with a minimum purity of Z 96% and

99%, respectively. The nitromethane–h3 compound has been

purified. All samples were degassed by a repeated freeze–

pump–thaw cycle before admission to the collision chamber.

3. Results and discussion

In contrast to the previous TOF mass spectrum reported by

ref. 12, we were able to detect nine new anions (Table 1), all peaks

being observed with better resolution than before.12 Electron

transfer from potassium atoms to nitromethane molecules

produces the parent ion CH3NO2
�, the dehydrogenated closed-

shell anion [CH2NO2–H]�, NO2
�, CNO�, OH�, O� and some

other minor intensity fragment ions.

Fig. 1(a) shows the TOF mass spectra of the anions formed

in the collision of K+CH3NO2, recorded at an incident

potassium energy of 30, 70 and 100 eV, normalised to the most

intense peak, NO2
�, whereas Fig. 1(b) shows an expanded

view at 100 eV. From the TOF mass spectra we observe that

the two major anionic fragments are NO2
� and O�, anions

with masses 17, 26, 30, 42 and 60 have less than 10% of the

total yield. At 30 eV the O� intensity is about 15% of

the NO2
� peak, while at 100 eV O� is about one-third of the

Fig. 1 Negative ion time-of-flight mass spectra of K + CH3NO2 at:

(a) 100, 70 and 30 eV collision energy; (b) expanded view at 100 eV.
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dominant NO2
� structure. This strongly indicates that the

energy of the resonant state resulting in O� is higher than the

state yielding NO2
� and is consistent with the electron attachment

spectroscopy results of Alizadeh et al.1 and Sailer et al.2 While

NO2
� and O� may result from single bond cleavage in the

decomposition of the transient negative ion, the formation of

CNO�, OH� (and CN�) may result from more complex

reactions involving multi-bond cleavage and internal energy

rearrangement. This will be discussed in detail below.

In atom–molecule collisions leading to the formation of ion-

pairs, the target (electron acceptor) molecule is expected to

react easily if it has anionic states which match the instan-

taneous kinetic energy of the incoming ‘‘bound’’ electron. The

anionic states in nitromethane have been found by electron

impact3 to lie at 0.72, 2.4, 4.0, 5.6, 6.1 and 8.6 eV (Table 2),

with the exception of the 2.4 eV state which has shown to be

non-dissociative. In previous studies of ion-pair formation in

collisions between K atoms and CH3NO2 molecules,12 both

ionic and inelastic channels have been explored; three anionic

states have been identified as intermediates for the final anion

fragment production, especially a repulsive s* state of (2A1)

symmetry and two bound states of 2B1(p*) character. A

vertical electron affinity of �2.16 � 0.17 eV was obtained

for the 2A1 (s*) and this anionic state decays by both auto-

detachment and dissociation into (CH3 + NO2
� (1A1)).

We will now discuss the formation mechanisms of each

anion observed in the TOF spectra and critically compare

them with gas phase DEA measurements and, where practical,

with available theoretical calculations.

3.1 CH3NO2
�

The parent anion formation CH3NO2
� (2B1 anion ground

state) was observed via the attachment of a Rydberg electron

and may be formed from the metastable (CH3NO2)
�* anion

which may subsequently relax to a geometry where auto-

detachment channels may be blocked.6 The 2B1 anion ground

state, which is strongly bound along the C–N coordinate,

correlates with an excited (3B1) state of NO2
�, which lies

2.31 eV above the ground 1A1 state of NO2
�.12 Walker and

Fluendy’s computations3 predict for the 2B1 state an extended

NO bond and suggest that, upon low energy electron attach-

ment, a maximum of 0.6 eV is stored in the vibrational

symmetric mode of the NO2 group. Therefore, this state will

be vibrationally excited in either a C–N or N–O stretching

mode. Theoretical studies of the structure of the anion indicate

substantial change in these bond lengths, where the N–O bond

in the anion is increased by B0.1 Å and the tilting of the

O–N–O plane changes from approximately zero in the neutral

to B351 in the anion.16 However, as long as the vibrationally

excited anion lies above the ground-state of the neutral, there

Fig. 2 Negative ion time-of-flight mass spectrum of K + CH3NO2 and K + CD3NO2 at 100 eV collision energy: (a) O�, OH� and

OD� formation; (b) CH2NO2
�, CH3NO2

�, CD2NO2
� and CD3NO2

� formation.

Table 1 Anionic species formed following electron attachment and electron transfer to nitromethane

M (a.m.u.) Anionic species Ref. 1 Ref. 2 Ref. 3 Ref. 12 Ref. 19 This work

1 H� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ |
13 CH� | | | ‘ | ‘

14 CH2
� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

15 CH3
� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

16 O� | | | | | |
17 OH� | | | ‘ | |
18 18O� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

26 CN� | | | ‘ | |
30 NO� | | ‘ ‘ | |
32 H2NO� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

42 CNO� | | | ‘ | |
44 CH2NO� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

46 NO2
� | | ‘ | | |

47 15NO2
� | ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

59 CHNO2
� | ‘ ‘ ‘ | ‘

60 CH2NO2
� | ‘ ‘ ‘ | |

61 CH3NO2
�

‘ ‘ ‘ | ‘ |
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is strong competition with autodetachment, which has been

shown to dominate the vibrationally inelastic channel at low

energy losses.16

Nitromethane has a dipole moment of 3.46 D, and therefore

can support a stable dipole-bound state (DBS) and so, under

appropriate conditions, a weakly bound electron (e.g., in a

Rydberg state) can be transferred to form a dipole-bound anion

which may serve as a ‘‘doorway’’ to valence states.7 Indeed

recent calculations for electron attachment to nitromethane15

have shown that, on a mass spectrometric timescale, the dipole

bound anion serves as an efficient doorway to a valence state,

which is quickly populated and may be stabilised by collisions

with a third body partner.

Dipole-bound states of CH3NO2 have been reported before5

and can develop into two states of the same 2A symmetry (which

correlates with 2A1 in C2v symmetry) when the amplitude of

the tilting angle (the deviation of the ONO plane from the

vertical line passing through the C–N bond) is particularly large

(�201 Z ytilt Z +201). Sommerfeld’s theoretical results on the

coupling between dipole-bound and valence states,15 obtained a

value of about 30 meV for the non-adiabatic coupling element,

H12, which is particularly small with respect to the vertical

excitation energies of the anionic states (see Table 2). The

coupling in nitromethane is therefore considered weak and the

description of transitions between dipole-bound and the valence

states may be explained as diabatic.

Compton et al.7 studies of the electric field detachment

throughXe(nf) reactions and laser photodetachment photoelectron

spectroscopy to CH3NO2, yield a value of (0.012 � 0.003) eV

and (0.26 � 0.08) eV for the dipole-bound and valence

adiabatic electron affinities, respectively. However, these field

detachment studies have also revealed that dipole-bound

states couple with valence states due to partial stabilisation

induced by collisions with the Rydberg core. This is consistent

with a three-body mechanism where charge transfer reactions

of Rydberg states occur, which also applies to the present

alkali beam experiment. As the reaction proceeds, the ion

geometry with respect to the neutral will bend allowing a

stable ion to survive, at least over the detection time window.7

This is reminiscent of a covalent electron binding mechanism

observed in the laser photodetachment experiments,7 with the

particular attention to the wagging motion of the –NO2 group

(that undergoes significant changes upon binding an extra

electron) through a breakdown in the Born–Oppenheimer

approximation of the molecular system. It is interesting to

note that Compton et al.7 realised that, for a small –NO2

angular tilting, a small barrier between the dipole- and valence-

bound states is formed, so the metastable dipole state lives a

long time if it vibrationally couples with the anion ground

(valence) state.

Electron attachment to form a transient negative valence

anion can occur via a nuclear excited Feshbach resonance as

well as via dipole-supported shape and vibrational Feshbach

resonances in the continuum as suggested by Sommerfeld15

and Gustev and Barlett.16 The system may then be rationalised

in terms of dipole states acting as doorways to the eventual

formation of stable valence anions, as long as they exist in

the continuum. For the particular case of Rydberg electron

transfer experiments, Compton et al.7 considered that the

coupling between pure dipole and valence states occurs

through breakdown of the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-

tion. Moreover, they suggested that the ratio of the time spent

in the pure dipole-(D�) to valence-state (V�) is given by the

ratio of the density of states, rD�/rV�.
7 They found that this

ratio is negligible; therefore, they expected the system to spend

most of the time in the valence configuration. If the anion is

vibrationally excited (hot bands) and this internal energy is not

removed by stabilisation with a third body, autodetachment

becomes relevant. This is in agreement with discussion on the

electron attachment studies by Walker and Fluendy3 and

may also explain the observations of the present experi-

ments, where the intensity of the CH3NO2
� anion is never

the strongest, suggesting that autodetachment competes

with dissociation and dictates the intensity of the parent ion

formation.

3.2 CH2NO2
�

The dehydrogenated closed shell anion CH2NO2
� may be

formed via the following endothermic dissociative electron

attachment process:1

e + CH3NO2 - (CH3NO2)
#� - CH2NO2

� + H (1)

Table 2 Anionic states and major decay products of nitromethane

�EAv/eV [3]/[12] Anionic states

Decay products

Present work Electron impact (ref. 3) Alkali beam (ref. 12)

0.72/– 2B1 (p* NO) CH3NO2
� NO2

� (via 2A1) CH3NO2
�

O� CH3NO2
vib+e� O�

2.4/2.16 2A1 (s* CN, s* CH) CH2NO2
� — NO2

�

NO2
� CH3NO2

vib+e� CH3NO2
vib+e�

CN�, CNO� — —
4.0/– 2B1 CH3NO2

�, OH� OH�, CN�, CNO� CH3NO2
�a

2B2 (s* CH3) NO2
� — NO2

�a
2A1 (s* CN, s* NO) O� — O�a

CH2NO2
� — —

CN�, CNO� — —
5.6/– — O�, OH� O�, OH�, CH� —
6.1/– — O� O� —
8.6/– — O�, OH�, H� O�, OH�, CN�, CNO� —

a Assigned to an excited state of 2B1 symmetry.
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with a threshold at 1.95 eV, obtained through the bond

energy D(CH2NO2–H) = 4.40 eV and the electron affinity

EA(CH2NO2) = 2.45 eV (Table 3). However, Alizadeh et al.1

reported lower resonant feature leading to CH2NO2
� forma-

tion at B0.5 eV, which is not energetically allowed. However,

as is the case for NO2
� formation (see below), electron

attachment can only proceed through vibrationally excited

states (hot bands) even though the number density of such

‘‘hot’’ molecules may be low, electron attachment cross sections

for excited states are often orders of magnitude higher than

those in the ground state. Such behaviour has been previously

reported by Illenberger and co-workers for the case of CF3Cl.
20

The formation of CH2NO2
� and CH3NO2

� ions were

observed in the proportion of B1 : 3, respectively, and were

similar for all the three collision energies studied, 30, 70 and

100 eV. Although, it is reasonable to assume that the energy of

the resonant states resulting in the nitromethane parent anion

and the dehydrogenated closed shell anion CH2NO2
� are

identical, and the latter cannot be formed through direct

electron capture but rather due to the transient CH3NO2
�*

anion, which is in clear agreement with the fact that the

parent anion is a precursor for the formation of this anion.

The dehydrogenated parent ion formation can actually be

seen from an interesting point of view regarding the strong

coupling between the dipole bound state and the temporary

anion state related to the occupation of valence p* orbitals,

that actually play a significant role in electron capture by

nitromethane molecules.

The LUMOs in nitromethane are at approximately

0.72 (p*(b1)), 2.4 (s*(a1)), 4.0, 5.6, 6.1 and 8.6 eV.3 As the

asymptotic limit of the CH2NO2
�–H molecular system is

located at 1.95 eV,16 the lowest resonance cannot lead to a

dissociative attachment, whereas the others will give rise to the

emission of CH2NO2
� in electron attachment experiments.1

The extra electron can also be weakly bound due to the high

value of the dipole moment of nitromethane (3.46 D) yielding

the existence of a stable dipole-bound state (DBS). Compton

et al.7 showed that this DBS lies very close in energy to the

neutral molecule (12 � 3 meV). The two s*(a1) resonances

(denoted by s1* and s2*) in nitromethane have been reported

to lie at 2.4 eV, respectively, with s1* primarily antibonding

between C–N and s2* antibonding mainly at C–H.3 The

expected wave functions for the DBS must be placed on the

side of the molecule that contains the –CH3, resembling

therefore the orientation of the LUMO p*NO. However,

Brooks et al.13 have calculated the geometry of the low-lying

molecular orbitals for the neutral molecule as well as in the

bent geometry of the anion and shown that there is reasonably

good spatial overlap between the wave function of the DBS

and the lowest valence s* orbitals. This may actually result in

an avoided crossing of these anionic states when plotted as a

function of the C–H internuclear distance. If that is the case,

the H atom may tunnel through the barrier created by the

avoided crossing. Thus the coupling is most likely to occur

between the s2* and p*NO orbitals or through vibronic

coupling between these two temporary anions as recently

reported by Allan and co-workers in their work on planar

unsaturated hydrocarbons substituted with halogens.21 How-

ever further calculations are still needed to support these

assumptions.

3.3 NO2
�

NO2
� is observed as the most intense anionic fragment. Table 2

shows the anionic states of nitromethane as determined by

electron impact. As the asymptotic limit of the [NO2]
�–CH3

molecular system is located at 0.37 eV, calculated from the

bond dissociation energy and electron affinity (D(CH3–NO2) =

2.64 eV, EA(NO2) = 2.27 eV) (Table 3), all the resonances

can lead to a dissociative attachment in electron attachment

experiments.1,2 NO2
� and CH3NO2

� ions are observed in the

proportion of B 8 : 1, respectively, where this fraction is con-

stant for all collision energies studied. This suggests that

CH3NO2
� and NO2

� are produced from the same resonant

states. NO2
� formation is possible due to the ionic scattering,

meaning that electron transfer can occur at an early crossing of

the covalent and ionic energy surfaces.

In DEA experiments, NO2
� is formed by the accommoda-

tion of the extra (free) electron into the LUMO of p*(b1)
character of the nitro group, correlating with the 2B1 state of

CH3NO2
�. In the present case, the 2A1 state is formed by

accommodation of the extra electron to the next unoccupied

C–N antibonding orbital, s*(a1). The K
+ energy loss measure-

ments revealed a vertical electron affinity for this state ofB�2 eV
(Table 2), so at thermal collision energies the effective electron

affinity is expected to be much smaller, close to 0 eV.12 This

seems to be correlated with the DEA experiments of Sailer

et al.2 and Alizadeh et al.,1 and the parent ion formed after

the electron jump, in K + CH3NO2 collisions, will be vibra-

tionally excited close to the dissociation limit, correlating

asymptotically with the 1A1 ground state of NO2
�.

3.4 CNO�and CN�

Walker and Fluendy reported no negative ion formation

at B2 eV whereas recent DEA experiments have reported

production of CNO� and CN�.1,2 However the only available

Table 3 Gas phase standard heats of formation (DHf1) and electron
affinities relevant in dissociative electron attachment to nitromethane

Compound DHf1/kJ mol�1 Electron Affinity/eV

CH3NO2 �81 � 1 0.44 � 0.20 (adiabatic)
�0.72 (vertical)
0.012 � 0.003
(dipole-bound state)

CH2NO2 2.45 (ref. 1)
NO2 33.1 2.2730 � 0.0050
CNO — 3.6090 � 0.0050
CN 435.14 3.8620 � 0.0050
O 249.18 � 0.10 1.461112 � 0.000044
CH3 146 � 1 0.080 � 0.030
H 0.75
CH3NO2

� –100.0 � 7.9 —
NO2

� 82.84 —
O � 108.3 —

Bond dissociation
energies/eV

CH3–NO2 2.64
CH3NO–O 4.76
CH2NO2–H 4.40
CH3–NO2

� 0.56 � 0.20
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anionic state at this energy decays to the vibrationally excited

neutral ground state competing with autodetachment, which

may explain the low intensity signal of the present TOF mass

spectrum in Fig. 1.

The reaction leading to CNO� formation has been reported

to be endothermic, with a signal close to 0 eV and arises only

from vibrationally excited molecules.2 Moreover, the third

resonance listed by Sailer et al.2 at 4.0 eV electron energy,

attributed to DEA to nitromethane in the ground state,

is correlated with the 2B1 state (Table 2) leading mainly to

NO2
� (1B1) formation. Since the electron affinity of CNO

(which, with CN, is labelled a pseudo-halogen) is higher than

of NO2 (Table 3) this picture may be rationalised in terms of

the available energy deposited into the metastable precursor

anion and the propagation of the wave packet along the multi-

dimensional potential energy surface leading to dissociation.

Since CNO� has the lowest DEA cross section (B10�25 m2 at

4 eV), the intensity of the fragment anion in the present

experiments is also expected to be weak (Fig. 1).

3.5 O
�
and OH

�

Earlier time-of-flight alkali beam experiments have reported

two signals attributed to O�, mass 16 and 17 amu, one of

which (17 amu) was delayed relative to the other and attributed

to internal isomerisation of the CH3NO2
� to CH3ONO� prior

to fragmentation.12 Recently, Arenas et al.17 have performed

multiconfigurational second-order perturbation studies on the

decomposition of the nitromethane radical anion and have

shown no evidence of an isomerisation channel leading to the

initial formation of the methylnitrite anion, CH3ONO�. We

have therefore re-investigated masses 16 and 17 amu by

deuterating nitromethane. Fig. 2a–b show negative ion TOF

mass spectra of potassium with nitromethane–h3 and –d3 at

100 eV collision energy. The fragmentation patterns observed

by deuterium substitution are shown in comparison with

the –h3. There is clearly evidence of D� (not shown here) and

OD� (Fig. 2a) formation as well as the parent anion and its

dehydrogenated (deuterated) anions (Fig. 2b), allowing us

to conclude that the fragment anion with mass 17 amu in

K + CH3NO2 collisions is due to OH� formation.

O� has been reported as a major anionic product of DEA at

higher incident electron energies, 5.6 and 6.1 eV,3 the former

producing thermal anions and the latter energetic anions with

B1 eV translational energy. However, Walker and Fluendy

were not able to distinguish whether the different O� ions were

produced from different exit channels on a single surface or

from two different surfaces. They could only conclude that O�

formation results from an excited anionic state.

Dissociative electron attachment to nitromethane reported

O� formation via two possible reaction channels:2

e + CH3NO2 - (CH3NO2)
#� - CH3NO + O� (2)

-CH3 + NO + O� (3)

where at threshold reaction (2) is operative at 2.71 eV (against

a measured appearance energy of 3.3 � 0.2 eV) and reaction

(3) has a calculated threshold (using EA(O) = 1.461 eV,

DfHg1(CH3NO2) = �81.0 � 0.1 kJ mol�1, DfHg1(CH3) =

146 � 1 kJ mol�1, DfHg1(O) = 249.0 � 0.1 kJ mol�1, Table 3)

at 4.41 eV.2 However, due to the shape of the DEA cross

section, a slow increase as a function of the electron energy,

Sailer et al.3 concluded that O� formation through reaction (3)

does not occur at the thermodynamical threshold and the

estimated values are upper limits. The more recent DEA

experiments of Alizadeh et al.,1 reported a strong O� signal

at 6 eV and at the other high energy resonances at 9 and

10.5 eV, which has been explained in terms of core-excited

resonances and/or Rydberg excitation, respectively. Therefore,

the K+ energy loss profiles of ref. 12 show above 61 eV collision

energy broad features at B6.5 and 8.5 eV and extending up to

B13 eV for higher collision energies (183 eV). This may be

indicative of the resonant character of the accessible channel

leading to O�.

OH� formation is shown at a resonant electron energy of

B4.0 eV and was explained by electron capture which distorts

the molecular anion about the HCNO dihedral angle narrowing

the OH distance.3 A tentatively assignment was proposed for

the initial population of 2B1 state as the precursor. However,

Sailer et al.2 have shown that OH� formation also occurs via

two low electron energy resonances at B0 and 1.7 eV. They

have argued, based on the gas pressure in the reaction chamber

and absence of contaminants, that the lowest resonance

(B0 eV) is due to DEA to vibrationally excited (hot bands)

nitromethane molecules. In fact, in the three mechanisms

proposed for OH� formation, two of them involve con-

siderable rearrangement of the bonds and are endothermic

by B1 eV.

3.6 H�

The spectra in Fig. 1 show the recorded H� signal obtained by

subtracting the background signal (with a pressure of 4� 10�5 Pa)

from the sample signal (at a working pressure of 10�4 Pa).

However, is worth noting that D� yield at 100 eV collision energy

(not shown here) is around half that of H�.

The DEA reaction leading to H� formation has been

identified as:1

e + CH3NO2 - (CH3NO2)
#� - CH2NO2 + H� (4)

which is complementary to (1), with a threshold at 3.65 eV

(D(CH2NO2–H) = 4.40 eV and the electron affinity EA(H) =

0.75 eV (Table 3)), below the reported experimental threshold

at B4.5 eV.1 DEA to nitromethane producing H� shows two

broad resonant structures peaking at 7.5 and 9.0 eV which

have been identified as signatures of core-excited resonances

initiated via (s - p*) or (p - p*) electronic transitions.1,3

This seems to be consistent with the energy loss spectra of K+

ions formed in the forward direction at several collision

energies.12 Although these earlier TOF mass experiments were

not able to detect H�, the energy loss profiles, especially above

61 eV collision energy, show a broad structure peaking at 8 eV

and extending to B13 eV, which is particularly visible in the

183 eV incident K1 beam profile.

It should be noted that the H� TOF mass spectrum at

100 eV shows some structure on the peak’s right side amounting

around one third of its height (Fig. 1). This contribution is an

artefact from the potassium hyperthermal neutral atoms (K1)

pulsed signal. The extraction pulse has to be sufficiently wide
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to allow for the heavier fragments to be fully extracted, which

in turn means that for the lighter fragments, as is the case of

the H�, an enhancement in the rate of creation is observed

while the (K1) pulsed signal lasts in the interaction region. The

width of the shoulder can be adjusted in order to not interfere

with the neighbouring anions, which can be particularly useful

to detect D�.

5. Conclusions

The present electron transfer studies to nitromethane con-

stitute a more extensive study than earlier work employing a

higher mass resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer than

before. In addition to the three anions observed in previous

studies, production of CH3NO2
�, CH2NO2

�, CNO�, NO�,

CN�, OH�, and H� has been observed.

Although rather complex the dynamics after electron transfer

by nitromethane seems to be non-statistical which was also

reported in the spectroscopy and dynamics studies of negative

ions of Walker and Fluendy.3 The formation of CH2NO2
�,

NO2
�, CNO�, CN� and OH�, through low energy resonances

may be explained in terms of dissociative electron attachment

to highly vibrationally excited molecules—hot bands. In atom-

molecule collisions, the K+ ion can strongly interact with the

transient molecular anion, and if bond stretching is allowed in

the target molecule during the electron transfer, strong vibronic

coupling may occur. TOF mass spectra in Fig. 1 show the ionic

yields dependence as a function of the collision energy. The

lowest laboratory collision energy, 30 eV (B18 eV in the

centre of mass), is still above the threshold for electron transfer

(3.9 eV), and therefore the negative molecular ion can be

formed with an excess of internal energy which even might

result in fragmentation dictating the nature of the negative

fragment ions formed.
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